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Happy New Year to all of our valuable customers.
2004 will be a fantastic year for all of us. WG is releasing new
products through out the year starting in March with the Door Guard™

WG Announces
Price Reduction
on Tags

Two expanded Multi Guard systems installed in a Russian
mall entrance

We are now offering you a new
way to purchase tags from us.
Purchase directly from the WG
factory and save $$$$ on
selected tags. The Shipments
are FOB Shanghai.

Installation done by APOSTROF one of the leading EAS companies
in Russia

Multi Guard installed in to the walls of MANGO a high fashion retail
store located in Greece. Mango is one of the largest chains in Europe

SHELL TAG
SPECIAL OFFER

Installation done by Optephsis
Original Checkpoint labels 1.5”x1.5”

1.4 cents
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EAS TECHNOLOGY LEADER
Available April 2004

DOOR-GUARD ™

WG are proud to announce the DOOR-GUARDTM EAS NETTM system our latest addition to
TM
TM
the Guard line. DOOR-GUARD EAS NET represents our continued strategy of customer
satisfaction, with its improved detection range of up to 6ft when using a Sensormatic DR label
TM
and 9ft between pedestals when using a Super-Pencil tag. EAS NET provides retailers with
TM
a complete solution to integrate loss prevention management with Security. EAS NET
merges electronic article surveillance, video, point of sale systems, and people counting
together while delivering real-time information at the store, region, or head quarters. In
TM
addition EAS NET can be tune from a remote location saving the retailer time and money.

Invisible System Is
Visible Better
The WG Sky Guard is being
well received in the retail
market. Installation are being
done daily through out the
United States and the rest of
the world. Some of the
stores that are using the Sky
Guard are Nike, Guess,
Gucci, Garden Centers,
Virgin Megastores, Tommy
Hilfiger and Blockbuster.
These are just a few retailers
that are having tremendous
success.

GUESS Store
Sky Guard Installation
Installed by WG/Sensorsense in the
United States

NIKE Store
Sky Guard Installation
Installed by WG/Sensorsense in the
United States
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